
REVOLUTIONARY 
TECHNOLOGY
Gives Natural, Years Younger  
Look Without Traditional Surgery

Find yourself wondering if one cosmetic 
procedure could meet all of your desires to look 

as good as you feel?  Do you have interest in finding 
a non-surgical, minimally invasive procedure 
that targets  problems areas such as crepey neck 
skin, droopy jowls, or facial wrinkles? Interested 
to learn if all these issues can all be treated at 
once, affordably? If the answer is yes, then, thanks 
to advancements in safe, FDA-approved radio 
frequency (RF) technology, read on.

Out with the Old

Radio frequency technologies have been developing 
for decades under the guidance of the FDA. These 
devices remodel collagen and rebuild elasticity 
by delivering energy both on top and deep into 
your skin. The dermis and subdermis are heated, 
causing areas of loose, lax skin to contract over time, 
giving your face and neck a firmer, tightened, more 
naturally youthful appearance.

Several factors determine the depth of heating 
involved: the frequency of the current, electrode 
types, applied cooling, and unique tissue 
characteristics. The electromagnetic energy enters 
the deep dermal and subcutaneous fat layers of 
designated facial and neck sites. Simultaneously, the 
surface of your skin is protected with proper cooling 
techniques on the epidermis.

The electromagnetic current presented during this 
treatment interacts with the electrons in your skin 
tissue, causing them to shift polarity and move. The 
movement produces an associated heat, leading to 
collagen denaturation. The denaturation process is 
instantaneous and irreversible with radio frequency 
technology.

With a few passes of a radio frequency device, old 
collagen is changed and reformed, renewed and 
refreshed.
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In with a New Look

After the initial treatment, there is a natural healing 
response within your skin tissue. This period of 
healing creates a skin tightening effect. The synthesis 
of new collagen, called neocollagenesis, occurs 
during this time. Significant increases of new collagen 
appear over the course of a few months after the radio 
frequency treatment. New collagen gives your skin a 
more even, firm, and smooth look.

Over the years, FDA-approved RF technologies 
have evolved to produce positive results. Now, this 
innovative, proven, timely option offers natural-
looking improvements with a choice of local 
anesthesia of twilight sedation. 

At Liftique, our exclusive, proprietarty combination of 
clinically approved RF technologies is provided to you 
in an individualized treatment plan to give you the 
best results with minimal downtime. 

You can schedule a complimentary consultation 
to discuss how the Liftique one-and-done premier 
procedure can be tailored to your unique needs and 
beauty goals. 

Whether it’s firming up crepey neck skin, tightening 
jowls, lifting a double chin, brightening your skin, 
reducing fine lines and wrinkles, or all of the 
above, you’ll find the look you love at Liftique. Call 
844-4LIFTIQUE or visit www.liftique.com to 
schedule a complimentary consultation.
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To learn more about how a Liftique® non-surgical procedure can give you natural looking, 
tighter, smoother skin in a single visit, without scalpels, lasers, fillers, freezing or pain, call

1-844-4LIFTIQUE (1-844-454-3847)  
or email info@liftique.com


